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C H A P T E R 1 1

(

Poussin’s Useless Treasures

Richard Neer

For the Augenblicks: Richard, Irene, and Eva

In the spring of 1647, Nicolas Poussin was hard at work on a set of seven pictures

illustrating the holy sacraments of the Catholic church. He had already com-

pleted one full set for his chief supporter in Rome, the antiquarian Cassiano dal

Pozzo. But then his French patron, Paul Fréart de Chantelou, had jealously

demanded copies for himself—and Poussin had adroitly parlayed the request

into an entirely new commission: not mere copies of the dal Pozzo series, but

seven original paintings.1 This second set of Sacraments would turn out to be

the capstone of his career. Yet the work was long in completion, and Chantelou

was demanding. Baptism, completed in 1646, was judged a disappointment. So

when, on June 3, 1647, Poussin wrote to inform his patron that Penance was

ready for crating, he took care to underscore the ‘‘loving diligence’’ with which

he had executed the work (Figure 11.1).2 He even made a stab at humor: ‘‘I am

now sending you the penance I have made; I do not know if it will be enough

to erase the blame for past faults.’’3 He had been working up the picture for

three years.
In both the series for Chantelou and the earlier one for dal Pozzo, Poussin

illustrated most of the sacraments with biblical exempla. Penance, in each case,
shows Christ’s dinner at the house of Simon the Pharisee (Luke 7:36–39): ‘‘And
one of the Pharisees desired him that he would eat with him. And he went into
the Pharisee’s house, and sat down to meat. And, behold, a woman in the city,
which was a sinner, when she knew that Jesus sat at meat in the Pharisee’s
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11.1. Nicolas Poussin, Penance, 1647. Duke of Sutherland Collection, on loan to

National Gallery of Scotland, Edinbugh. Used by kind permission.

house, brought an alabaster box of ointment, and stood at his feet behind him

weeping, and began to wash his feet with tears, and did wipe them with the

hairs of her head, and kissed his feet, and anointed them with the ointment.’’

Poussin set this story in a Roman-style dining room. He put a lot of effort into

ensuring the correctness of period detail.4 What sort of triclinia should be used?

How should they be arranged? How should the guests be seated? Poussin was,

however, willing to jettison accuracy when the situation demanded. For exam-

ple, his source for Roman dining customs, the De arte gymnastica of Girolamo

Mercuriale (Venice, 1601), dictated that the host should sit at center; Poussin

placed Simon the Pharisee at right, directly opposite Christ, in order to produce

a bilateral contrast between Jew and messiah.5 One consequence of this arrange-

ment is that the penitent Magdalene is at the extreme left of the picture; Simon’s

startled gaze runs the full length of the canvas to reach her. The picture’s chief

dramatic action is not Mary’s act of contrition but Simon’s reaction to it, as

described in Luke 7:39: ‘‘And the Pharisee, who had invited him, seeing it, spoke

within himself, saying: This man, if he were a prophet, would know surely who

and what manner of woman this is that toucheth him, that she is a sinner.’’
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11.2. Anonymous, after Nicolas Poussin, Penance, original c. 1636–40. Present loca-

tion unknown. Photo after von Henneberg, 1987.

Here, to borrow Jean Starobinski’s description of Corneille, ‘‘vision is the real

point at which the action culminates.’’6 For Poussin, the story of Christ’s visit

to the house of Simon was as much about visual recognition, its stakes and

vicissitudes, as it was about penance.

It is useful, in this regard, to compare the picture for Chantelou with the

earlier version for Cassiano dal Pozzo (destroyed by fire in 1816 but known

through copies).7 In the earlier version, a pillar at center bore a carved emblem:

an open hand with an eye staring from its palm (Figure 11.2).8 As Jean Badouin

glossed this manu oculata in his Recueil d’Emblèmes divers (1638–39), it conveys

the principle that ‘‘one must, so to speak, touch what people report with one’s

finger, before believing in it.’’9 Blazoned on the Pharisee’s house, it provides a

key to his action and, by extension, to the underlying pensée of the picture as a

whole.10 Essentially contradicting the Pauline definition of faith as ‘‘the evidence
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of things not seen’’ (Heb. 11:1), the emblem suggests the literalism of Pharisaic

vision, its failure to see with les yeux de la foi, the eyes of faith, to recognize the

Word in the flesh.

Although Poussin omitted the emblem from the version for Chantelou, he

compensated by altering the costume of the Pharisees. Instead of generic Orien-

tal garb, complete with turbans, they now wear carefully researched rabbinical

attire. Elizabeth Cropper and Charles Dempsey have drawn attention to the

inscribed bands over their foreheads.11 These bands seem intended to represent

phylacteries or tefillin, which Poussin (like some other gentile artists) has con-

fused with the tallit, or prayer scarf. The inscriptions themselves, however, are

not those that belong inside a phylactery. Instead, Poussin has taken the oppor-

tunity to blazon a motto across the Pharisee’s brow. The text, as Cropper and

Dempsey were the first to observe, is a subtly modified version of Psalm 25:15.

Where the Bible reads, ‘‘Mine eyes are ever toward the Lord,’’ the headbands

say, ‘‘Mine eyes are ever toward the letter of the Law of the Lord.’’ The result

may be bad Hebrew but it usefully glosses Simon’s action. ‘‘His blind faith in

the written law renders him unable to recognize the Lord, even with eyes turned

full upon him; and this in its turn renders even more poignant Poussin’s repre-

sentation of the acknowledgment of Christ by a simple woman from the city,

the penitent Magdalene.’’12 The Hebrew text, in other words, serves the same

function as the emblem in the earlier version: it is a cipher-key to the picture’s

pensée.

The change from emblem to inscription had two consequences. First, it

explicitly judaized Simon’s failure of vision. In the first version, the generic

emblem and Oriental attire entailed no explicit connection to Judaism per se.

Confession and penance were topics of fierce debate between Catholics and

Protestants in the seventeenth century, and one might argue that the dal Pozzo

picture merely used Simon to figure the ‘‘heretical’’ denial of the sacrament by

the Calvinists and Lutherans.13 With the version for Chantelou, however, Juda-

ism itself is inescapably at issue. The messiah’s presence contravenes more than

the conventional wisdom of emblem-books; it overthrows the Wisdom of the

Jews.

Second, the change from emblem to inscription made the picture signifi-

cantly more obscure. Who, after all, could be expected to understand the text

on Simon’s brow? Certainly not Poussin himself; he must have had help from

one of the scholars in his Roman milieu in order to compose and transcribe

this modified line from the twenty-fifth psalm.14 In general, the ability to read

Hebrew was quite rare in France.15 It could even be suspect: François Béroalde

de Verville tells a story of a man who brought a Hebrew book to church for a

prank; although by his own admission he could read the words ‘‘no better than
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a monkey,’’ he left it in his pew to be discovered by canon, who, equally illiter-

ate, promptly denounced him as a magician.16 Just so, Poussin’s friend Gabriel

Naudé complained, ‘‘Someone who understands Hebrew well is taken for a Jew

or a marrano; and those who study mathematics or the less commonplace sci-

ences are suspected of being enchanters or magicians.’’17 ‘‘Almost all the sylla-

bles of this language, and the punctuation marks as well, are admirable

mysteries [mystères admirables],’’ wrote the historian Léonard Bertaut in 1662.18

A passage from Corneille’s Le Menteur (1644) dramatizes the situation. The

lying Dorante claims to know how to make a powder that can resurrect the

dead; asked to reveal the recipe, he replies: ‘‘I would give it to you, just to make

you happy, but the secret consists of a few words of Hebrew which are so hard

to pronounce that, for you, they would be but useless treasures.’’19 Hebrew

contains the secret of defeating death, but nobody can read it. Just so, Poussin’s

text—a spell of sorts for unlocking the meaning of the picture—will have been

for Chantelou a ‘‘useless treasure.’’ All the more puzzling, therefore, that the

artist should have told his patron, ‘‘The subject is represented in such a way

that it seems to me that there is no need for interpretation provided only that

one has read the Evangelist.’’20 The effort that Poussin must have expended to

obtain and transcribe the text, not to mention its importance to the picture,

makes this statement puzzling.

What is going on here? Why present one’s patron with a text he cannot

read, a key that itself requires decryption? Having done so, why disavow the

picture’s complexity? These circumstantial questions give rise to more impor-

tant ones about the picture itself. For reading, and the failure to read, are central

to the narrative action: the chief drama, again, is Simon’s failure properly to

recognize the Saviour, hence to read the prophecies of His coming. But the

Hebrew text makes reading a problem for the beholder as well. What, then, is

the relationship between the gaze of the Pharisee, and that of the picture’s own

spectators? And why should Hebrew writing, specifically, be the way to figure

this crux? To answer such questions requires an account of early modern con-

cepts of the image and its relation to the written word, and of the role of

Judaism—a certain idea of Judaism—in articulating and stabilizing such con-

cepts.

There were few Jews in France in Poussin’s day.21 Expelled in 1394, they had

begun to trickle back during the sixteenth century. Bordeaux was an important

center for refugee marranos from Spain and Portugal (including Montaigne’s

family on his mother’s side), as was Rouen; Avignon was home to remnants of

‘‘the Pope’s Jews’’; Metz had a small but growing community.22 But the Bour-

bon kings maintained an official proscription on Judaism; France was in this

respect far stricter than England, the Netherlands, or Italy. For most French
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people, Jews were literally a ‘‘people of the book,’’ known through literary repre-

sentations and sermonizing. Cardinal de Richelieu was an avid collector of

Hebrew manuscripts, which were hard to come by, and printed books in

Hebrew could be purchased in Paris at the shop of an oddly named Rabbi

L’Abbé.23 As for Jewish learning, savants like Marin Mersenne and Blaise Pascal

were familiar with talmudic and kabbalistic scholarship, and Maimonides

remained a basic authority on questions of idolatry.24 Yet, as we have seen, few

people could actually read such texts in the original. Although Hebrew was

taught at Port-Royal, even Pascal would have relied on translations.25 In 1640,

there were already efforts underway in London to establish a College devoted

to Judaic scholarship, but the idea would have been unthinkable in France.26 As

a result, most French people—even educated ones—were ignorant of the reali-

ties of Jewish life. In 1637, the Venetian rabbi Leon da Modena published the

first account of Jewish customs by a professing Jew for a gentile audience, under

the title Historia de’ riti ebrei; although it appeared in English by 1650, a French

translation would have to wait until 1674.27 Poussin’s confusion in the matter of

phylacteries was, in this respect, par for the course.

Untrammeled by facts, the French imagination was free to make of Judaism

what it wished. In particular, it used Judaism as a way to think figurality and

literalism. The guiding assumption, rooted in the Pauline epistles, was that the

Old Testament was a cipher or, in Augustine’s phrase, ‘‘a promise in figure.’’28

Erich Auerbach, in a classic study, has shown how figura evolved in Late Antiq-

uity from a rhetorical term for allusive discourse to a mode of reading that

saw the Old Testament as a ‘‘pure phenomenal prophecy,’’ every episode a

prefiguration of salvation to come. ‘‘Figural interpretation establishes a connec-

tion between two events or persons, the first of which signifies not only itself

but also the second, while the second encompasses or fulfills the first.’’29 Moses,

for instance, was an umbra (shadow) or figura (figure) of Christ; the manna

prefigured the eucharistic host, the brazen serpent prefigured the Crucifixion,

just as Jewish circumcision prefigured Pauline ‘‘circumcision of the heart.’’ Such

interpretations in no way entailed that the Old Testament be merely an allegori-

cal conceit. On the contrary, scriptural narratives were historically accurate in

every particular; not so much the biblical text, but the very history of the world,

was prophetic. Just as God was a real presence in the eucharistic Host even as

the Host remained bread, so figural significance inhered in a biblical text that

remained historically true.30

Judaism was a requisite foil to this figural or typological mode of reading.

Where a radical allegoresis might deny the historical truth of the Old Testament

narratives, hence the reality of Jewish history, Jews themselves were taken to

embody the opposite error: literalism. As Augustine put it, they ‘‘accepted the
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law in a carnal sense and did not understand its earthly promises as types [fig-

ures] of heavenly things.’’31 They attended only to the letter, not the spirit, of

the Old Testament; and ‘‘the letter killeth’’ (2 Cor. 3:6). This view remained

current in the seventeenth century.32 Perhaps the only things on which Jesuits,

Gallicans, and Jansenists could agree were that the Old Testament was figural,

and that Jews were blind, carnal literalists. On the Jesuit side, authors like Juan

Marquez, Antoine Girard, and Louis Richeome were firmly committed to typol-

ogy and, by extension, to the notion of Judaic blindness.33 Here is Richeome in

a contemporary English translation: ‘‘The ancient Iewes could not write more

clearly of the Figure of our Truth amongst the Shadowes of their Law: and he,

that seeth not this Truth, brightly shining in the Sacrifice of the Law of Grace,

is blinde at noone-day, and worse than a Iew.’’34 At the opposite end of the

political and theological spectrum, similar themes figure prominently in the

writings of the Port-Royal scholars. As Pascal put it in a letter to Mlle de Roan-

nez (October 1656):

For there are two perfect meanings, the literal and the mystical; and the

Jews stopping at the one do not even think there is another and do not

dream of searching for it. Just so the impious, on seeing natural effects,

attribute them to nature without thinking that there is another author.

And just as the Jews, on seeing a perfect man in Jesus Christ, did not

think of seeking another nature in Him (‘‘We did not think it was he,’’

as, again, Isaiah put it), even so the heretics, on seeing the perfect appear-

ance of the bread, do not think to seek another substance in it. All things

cover up some mystery; all things are veils which cover God. Christians

should recognize Him in everything.35

The figurality of the Old Testament, and the Jews’ blindness to it—hence to

Christ’s true nature—were commonplaces. Richelieu subscribed to a version of

this thesis, and the only difference between Pascal and his Jesuit nemeses in this

regard was the severity with which the Jews were to be condemned for their

obstinacy in misreading.

As Auerbach observed, figuralism tended to obscure the specifically Jewish

character of the Old Testament.36 Indeed, prior to the emergence of historical

criticism in the later seventeenth century, the Old Testament was not available

as a specifically Jewish text: what Pascal called la perpetuité de la foi subsumed it

under a Christian reading.37 This fact explains the availability of Old Testament

narratives as exemplars in French discourse.38 Moses, for instance, was the para-

digmatic lawgiver for both Richelieu and the Parlement de Paris; David was the
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exemplary opponent of tyranny for both monarchists and rebels.39 Such refer-

ences were varied and opportunistic, but they all assumed a non-Jewish Old

Testament. When partisans of the Prince de Condé called him David to Mazar-

in’s Goliath, for instance, the point was not that he was Judaic but that he was

an underdog. In short, the Old Testament as such was not necessarily associated

with Judaism, but a particular way of reading it certainly was.

But Jews were also understood to possess wisdom, albeit of a suspect type.

Kabbalah was a source of fascination and contributed to the association of Juda-

ism and sorcery. As Poussin’s acquaintance Georges de Scudéry put it:

As one can draw from the ingrate viper a powerful medicine . . . just so

. . . the prudent reader . . . takes good from evil, light from shadow; sees

the snare and avoids it wisely; and follows the main road to proceed

securely. . . . With little effort one can follow the trails of the curious

and wise kabbalists: to pass after them along these winding paths, and

distinguish clarity from the Hebrew shadows. Everything the rabbis have

written on the sublime, on the legitimate power of the great name of

God, on the mysterious art of sacred numbers, and the occult power of

images of them, in short, all the wisdom of ancient Judea, which she

claims comes to her from the eternal Idea, which she claims to withdraw

from the heavenly treasure-house, is to be found in these writings which

we still preserve.40

In its mingled admiration and suspicion of Jewish lore, this text is typical of the

period. For present purposes, the importance of kabbalism is that it stood as

the antithesis of carnal literalism: it was rampant figurality, a cryptographic

reading gone to a dangerous or ridiculous extreme.

In short, two tendencies dominated French representations of Jews and

Judaism in Poussin’s day. On the one hand, Judaism was a way to think about

tropes. The Old Testament was ‘‘a promise in figure,’’ with the corollary that

the Jews were blind to this figurality. On the other, the Old Testament was

exemplary, with the corollary that its narratives and heroes had no specifically

Jewish character at all. These tendencies were symmetrical, in that each laid

particular emphasis on paradigmatic relations. The former read the Old Testa-

ment as the base material sign of Christian truth, while the latter took the

Old Testament itself as paradigmatic without reference to local (that is, Jewish)

context. Each wound up effacing the Jewish specificity of the narrative. As a

result, Judaism was less a matter of thematics or semiotics than of rhetoric and

reading. Moses and the Old Testament were not inherently Jewish, but had

to be judaized if and when the need arose. Conversely, particular modes of
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reading—or, more accurately, particular travesties—could be ‘‘Jewish’’ regard-

less of circumstances.

Although working in Rome, where Judaism was legal and the ghetto well

organized, Poussin adhered to many of these views. He was very much alive,

for instance, to the figural or typological connotations of Old Testament.41 A

good illustration of his general attitude is the frontispiece he designed for the

Biblia Sacra of 1642 (Figure 11.3). Engraved by Claude Mellan, it replaces the

traditional allegories of Church and Synagogue with emblematic figures of

Poussin’s own devising. He identified them in a letter of 3 August: at left is

History, at right Prophecy.42 The latter is swathed in veils and holds a sphinx.

Her veils represent the figural language of the Old Testament, as in 2 Corinthi-

ans 3:13–16 (‘‘But even until this day, when Moses is read, the veil is upon their

heart,’’ etc.) or Pascal’s sixteenth Provincial Letter (‘‘Of Jesus Christ the Jews

possessed only figures and veils, such as the manna and the paschal lamb’’).43

The sphinx, Poussin says, stands for ‘‘Enigmatic Things,’’ Choses Énigmatiques

(for the Jesuit Juan Marquez, it represented Figura).44 So total is Poussin’s iden-

tification of the Old Testament with figural language that he can substitute for

synagogue the personification of a rhetorical mode.45

Returning to the picture, Cropper and Dempsey have already shown that

Poussin’s Simon is a stock figure of Jewish carnality. Yet the cipher-key on his

brow stresses that this literalism is, specifically, an attachment to the carnality

of the text, as opposed to the evidence of the eyes: ‘‘Mine eyes are ever toward

the letter of the Law of the Lord.’’ Simon attends to letters—he reads—when he

should simply be ‘‘turning his eyes’’ toward Christ. To make this point, Poussin

asks his audience to read words they cannot understand. It is, of course, per-

fectly possible to appreciate Penance without reading the Hebrew inscription;

people have been doing it for hundreds of years. But the words are clearly

important, given the effort that went into producing them. Poussin must have

been counting on someone, at some point, actually reading the inscription—

otherwise, why bother? Insofar as he knew that his audience could not read

Hebrew, he must have expected people to get the meaning at second hand

(much as Poussin himself must have found someone to help him produce the

text in the first place). Such ostentatious erudition was the artist’s stock in trade.

But, exactly because of its subtle modification of the biblical text, this inscrip-

tion cannot be dismissed as mere pedantry. While Cropper and Dempsey

showed that the text glosses the narrative action and reveals the metaphysical

stakes of Simon’s gaze, its decipherment is equally important. The text is about

reading, but its own reading is also at issue.

What matters, in short, is not just the content of the Hebrew inscription,

but also its form and, by extension, its address to beholders. These beholders—
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11.3. Nicolas Poussin (engraved by Claude Mellan), frontispiece to Biblia Sacra (Paris,

1641). Photo courtesy Epstein Archive, University of Chicago._
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people like Chantelou, educated but unable to read Hebrew—are in a position

symmetrical to that of Simon himself. Unlike the Pharisee, all such beholders

will immediately recognize Christ. But the text is a different matter. Confronted

with unreadable characters, ‘‘the letter of the Law of the Lord,’’ most French

people would have had to take their meaning at the word of others. They would

have had to see with the eye of faith. In this way, the predicament of the narra-

tive’s main figure—Simon—reiterates that of the beholder of the narrative itself.

Penance is an allegory or dramatization of its own beholding. The Pharisee

cannot ‘‘read’’ the scene that unfolds before his eyes; if he could do so, if he

could see as the Magdalene does, he would recognize the Savior come into his

house. Just so, the beholder (in theory) cannot read the line of Hebrew. Simon

stands to Christ, the ‘‘image of the invisible God,’’ imago Dei invisibilis (Col.

1:15), as the beholder stands to the Hebrew word, the ‘‘letter of the Law of the

Lord.’’ Simon’s reaction is disbelief. That of the beholder, who cannot make

sense of the Hebrew line, is (must be) faith—and submission to the authority

of the learned.

The picture establishes a hierarchy of text and image. Chantelou, or any

other beholder illiterate in Hebrew, cannot be said actually to read the Pharisaic

text at all; he merely sees it, learns from another the meaning of the chose énigma-

tique. The Hebrew characters are also depictions, part of the furniture of the

tableau. It is as pictures of characters, rather than as words to be read, that they

function for those who cannot understand them; they are, literally, ‘‘scripture

for the unlettered.’’ Even for the literate, however, simply reading the text would

not suffice. Taken at face value, à la lettre, the words assert the importance of

the letter of the Law. In their narrative and pictorial context, however, they

admonish the opposite. We should not fix our eyes upon the letter of the Law

but, like the Magdalene, should see Christ in our midst, ‘‘in the spirit, and not

in the letter’’ (Rom. 2:29). The picture contravenes the text, the Image contra-

venes the Word—which is, of course, exactly what this picture is all about.46

The result, however, is not a simple negation of the text. ‘‘Do we then make

void the Law through faith?’’ asks St. Paul (Rom. 3:31). ‘‘God forbid: yea, we

establish the Law.’’ Following Simon’s gaze across the canvas, the eye scans from

right to left. A number of Poussin’s compositions share this leftward movement

(e.g., The Death of Sapphira, Christ and the Woman Taken in Adultery, The

Golden Calf). In this case, however, the organization has special significance, for

the composition and indeed the very style actually evolve as the eye proceeds.

Everything flattens. The right side, where Simon sits, is cluttered, the figures

posed at angles to the picture plane; a foot basin in the foreground establishes

the spatial relations clearly, while a deep niche opens into the background. At

left, by contrast, the foreground is blank, the niche is lost in shadow; the main
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figures are in profile with crisp silhouettes, and the black oblong of Christ’s

couch sounds the dominant note. Between the two, the principle of isocephaly

keeps the diners’ heads on a single row, producing a frieze-effect that counter-

acts the perspectival recession at center. At the same time, Poussin introduces

several archaisms of style on the left side of the canvas, including yellow-gold

highlights on Christ’s tunic—a late Gothic technique.47 Christ’s pose, mean-

while, derives from ancient Greek banquet reliefs. In sum, the left is relatively

flat, relatively hieratic, more in the manner of a quattrocento altarpiece than a

post-Renaissance easel picture. By comparison with the twisting, dramatic fig-

ures at right, Christ and the Magdalene are close to being symbols. They are

fully realized images, but they are like letters. The assimilation of painted figures

to written ones was dear to Poussin. As he would remark in conversation with

André Félibien the following year, ‘‘Just as the twenty-four letters of the alpha-

bet serve to form our words and express our thoughts, so do the lineaments of

the human body serve to express the various passions of the soul in order to

make appear on the outside what one has in the mind.’’48 On offer, however, is

not a simple antithesis but, rather, a chiasm. For the deeper side, the spatially

realized side, is the side of Simon the Pharisee, the side of the letter of the Law

of the Lord, the side of script; while the flatter side, the alphabetic side, is that

of Christ, the ‘‘image of the invisible God.’’

The cumulative result may be seen as a pictorial alternative to the Hebrew

text. Penance is a set of characters to be scanned from right to left, like a line of

Hebrew. It is legible, however, not as letters but as images comprehensible to

anyone with eyes to see—‘‘provided only that one has read the Evangelist.’’ A

line of text, that is, for Gentile eyes. The unreadable Hebrew script thus func-

tions as the model for a composition that, in its narrative and in its program-

matic opposition of word and image, seems the very negation of ‘‘the letter of

the Law of the Lord.’’ Which is to say, the text is, exactly, ‘‘a promise in figure,’’

redeemed through integration into a picture of redemption.

By way of contrast, Simon Vouet’s altarpiece in St. Merri in Paris treats its

Hebrew text in a very different manner (Figure 11.4). It dates to 1647, hence is

one of Vouet’s last works (he died the following year).49 Here four saints and

two prisoners adore the Holy Name of God, which appears above them in

radiance. Overlapping bodies and sharply receding architecture produce a con-

gested semi-circle of pictorial space in the picture’s lower half. As often in

Counter Reformation altarpieces, a figure at lower right extends an arm in the

direction of the beholder while looking at a miraculous vision in the upper part

of the frame. Here, a blue-clad prisoner and a saint in a bishop’s cassock per-

form the function: they reach out in our direction, connecting the depicted
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11.4. Simon Vouet, Adoration of the Holy Name (1647). Paris, St. Merri. Photo: Scala/

White Images/Art Resource, New York.
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world with our own. At left, on the other hand, heavy robes of black and gold

block access to the foreground. The lower half of the picture thus establishes a

discrete spatial zone, screened from the beholder while yet giving access. In the

register immediately above are five putti against a flat gold background. Their

placement describes a sagging arc that reiterates the arrangement of the mortals

at ground level, but with fewer spatial cues. Color links the groups as well. Over

the gold-clad saint at left is a blond putto; over the black-clad saint is a black-

haired one. Over the saint in rose and gold is blond putto with a pink sash; over

the blue-clad prisoners, a blue-clad putto; over the black saint in the back-

ground, a dark putto with a grey sash. In this way, the Vouet establishes a

connection between the mortals and the putti, even as the picture becomes

relatively flat and ethereal as the eye moves upward. The climax is the Holy

Name itself: hwhy. Thus the contemplative beholder progresses from the real,

lived space of the church into the congested pictorial space of the picture’s

lower half, to the related but relatively flat zone of the putti, to the frankly two-

dimensional text of the Name. Like his rival Poussin, in other words, Vouet

manipulates space to make the object of veneration into something relatively

two-dimensional and script-like. But where Poussin knit this device into an

elaborate dialectic of word and image, Judaic and Christian, Vouet gives a

straightforward teleology—from the lived space of the beholder to the flat text

of the Tetragrammaton. In so doing, he recuperates the Hebrew as object of

Christian meditation, much as a figural reading of the Old Testament might do.

But Poussin’s own intricacies were not lost on contemporaries. In 1656, his

old friend Philippe de Champaigne painted the story of Christ and Simon for

the refectory of Val-de-Grâce (Figure 11.5).50 This picture has been the subject

of important discussions by Claude Gandelmann and Louis Marin.51 It contains

numerous details characteristic of Champaigne—the grid-like creases on the

table cloth, the open curtain in the background, the pellucid spatial construc-

tion, the emphasis on reflections and glitter, the pastel tones. Yet it owes so

much to Poussin that it seems fair to call it a response to the Penance for

Chantelou.52 The basic compositions are closely similar. In a 1668 confèrence on

Poussin’s Eliezer and Rebecca, Champaigne would seem almost willfully to mis-

read his former colleague and friend; here, however, he was a remarkably sym-

pathetic interpreter.53 Gone are Poussin’s left-to-right movement, the archaisms

and the all-important phylactery. Instead, Champaigne provides a strongly cen-

tralized composition, illustrating a slightly later moment in the story, when

Christ turns to the Pharisee, saying ‘‘Dost thou see this woman?’’ (Luke 7:44).

There is, however, a Hebrew text embroidered on the hem of the Pharisee’s

garment and on his prayer shawl. Three sections are visible, all from the opening

of the Decalogue as it appears in Exodus 20 and Deuteronomy 6. On the veil is
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11.5. Philippe de Champaigne, Christ at the House of Simon the Pharisee (1656).

Nantes. Photo: Réunion des Musées Nationaux/Art Resource, New York.

Shema Yisrael, ‘‘Hear, O Israel,’’ and on the mantle the first commandment

according to the conventional numeration of the day: ‘‘I am the LORD thy

God, which brought thee out of the land of Egypt, from the house of bondage.

Thou shalt have none other gods before me. Thou shalt not make thee any

graven image.’’54 Champaigne follows Poussin in seeing the meal at the house

of Simon as a narrative centrally concerned with images and their relation to

texts. But where Poussin emphasized the ethical and ethnic stakes of recognition

and reading in the field of vision, Champaigne is more concerned with seman-

tics. Perhaps because he was painting for a royal convent, and deeply involved

personally with the Jansenists of Port-Royal (where Hebrew was taught), he

seems to have taken some familiarity with Hebrew for granted. Instead of trad-

ing on the sheer obscurity of the text, at any rate, he plays a sort of game with

the written words themselves. He hides certain key words in the folds of the

Pharisee’s garment, including ‘‘I am’’ and ‘‘Thou shalt have none other gods

before me.’’ God’s statement of his own being is hidden in Simon’s costume:
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he is the Deus absconditus, the Hidden God (Isa. 45:15), the verbum absconditum,

the Hidden Word (Job 4:14), literally obscured behind the Pharisaic ‘‘veil.’’ As

with Poussin, painting makes visible this aspect of the text, this aspect of a

specifically Hebrew Bible, hence this aspect of Judaism: its carnality. ‘‘Thou that

abhorrest idols, dost thou commit sacrilege?’’ (Rom. 2:21). But, to repeat, the

central difference between the two painters concerns, precisely, the comprehen-

sibility of Hebrew. For Poussin, legibility as such is at stake; for Champaigne,

the legibility of the text is not at issue so much as the visibility or occlusion of

particular characters. In the one case, Judaism articulates a principle of utter

inscrutability that painting, uniquely, can render visible; it is a differential ele-

ment that organizes the picture from its spatial layout on upward. In the other,

the inscribed letter of the Law is important as such, for it is only through

attention to those letters—those Hebrew letters—that one can see the very

occlusion of God’s being, the hiddenness of the Dieu caché.

Poussin reverted to many of these themes with Christ and the Woman Taken in

Adultery, painted in 1653 for the landscape architect André Le Nôtre (Figure

11.6).55 The picture shares a number of features with the Penance of 1647. Like

its predecessor, it articulates a narrative of feminine penance, a Hebrew text,

and larger issues of legibility and vision. Even the composition bears a structural

resemblance to Penance: two foreground groups flanking a perspectival reces-

sion at center, with the action consisting of a movement right-to-left parallel to

the picture plane. Poussin was in the habit of repeating and revising composi-

tions over many years, returning doggedly to certain themes and narratives; Le

Nôtre’s painting may be another instance of this tendency.56 Like Champaigne’s

painting for Val-de-Grâce, albeit in a more oblique fashion, it extends and clari-

fies the themes of the 1647 Penance. In this case, Poussin has discarded antiquar-

ian mise-en-scène in favor of a spare, theatrical setting, ‘‘Classical’’ more in

organization than in any use of period detail.57 In Bellori’s words, it expresses

Christ’s judgment ‘‘with a great sense of painting.’’58

The Gospel source (John 8:2–11) is worth quoting in full:

And early in the morning he came again into the temple, and all the people

came unto him; and he sat down, and taught them. And the scribes and Phari-

sees brought unto him a woman taken in adultery; and when they had set her

in their midst, they said unto him, Master, this woman was taken in adultery,

in the very act. Now Moses in the law commanded us, that such should be

stoned: but what sayest thou? This they said, tempting him, that they might

have to accuse him. But Jesus stooped down, and with his finger wrote on the

ground, as though he heard them not. So when they continued asking him, he
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11.6. Nicolas Poussin, Christ and the Woman Taken in Adultery, 1653. Paris, Louvre 7282. Photo: Erich Lessing/Art Resource, New York.
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lifted up himself, and said unto them, He that is without sin among you, let

him first cast a stone at her. And again he stooped down, and wrote on the

ground. And they which heard it, being convicted by their own conscience,

went out one by one, beginning at the eldest, even unto the last: and Jesus was

left alone, and the woman standing in the midst. When Jesus had lifted up

himself, and saw none but the woman, he said unto her, Woman, where are

those thine accusers? hath no man condemned thee? She said, No man, Lord.

And Jesus said unto her, Neither do I condemn thee: go, and sin no more.

Poussin here combines several episodes from the Gospel narrative in a single

Augenblick. In John, the Pharisees first dispute with Christ, then he stoops to

write, stands, and stoops again; the Pharisees depart with Christ still on the

ground; he then rises and addresses the sinner. Poussin shows all these episodes

simultaneously. Some Pharisees are arguing, some leaving, some examining the

writing in the dust; Christ, meanwhile, is gesturing to the woman. Such depar-

tures from narrative sequence were not unusual in Poussin’s work, and they

caused much consternation in the academic debates of the 1660s.59 Critics

deplored the seeming illogic of Poussin’s temporal condensations, their viola-

tion of the protocols of history painting. As one viewer—often thought to be

Philippe de Champaigne—complained of The Israelites Receiving Manna, Pous-

sin had shown the manna falling even as the Israelites were awake and harvest-

ing it, ‘‘ce qui est contre le texte de l’Ecriture.’’60 Charles Le Brun defended

Poussin by arguing that painting is condemned to show a single moment, lack-

ing literature’s resource of temporal duration. Poussin, he suggested, was moti-

vated by a higher truth: what mattered was not temporal unity, or the accurate

representation of single moment, but the communication of a narrative’s deeper

significance. ‘‘These different states and these diverse actions took the place, for

him, of discourse or words as means to convey his thought.’’61 Although the

picture presupposes familiarity with the Gospel narrative, it corresponds to no

specific moment in the narrative discourse. It is, rather, a meditation on the

narrative, a pensée in paint, with various episodes (péripéties) distributed over

the canvas in juxtaposition.

Something similar is going on in the organization of space. On the one

hand, Poussin alludes to a quintessentially durational art: theater. His péripéties

occur as if on a stage, with strongly foreshortened ‘‘wings’’ and an architectural

backdrop.62 The result is a disjunction between the figures and their setting.

While Poussin’s organization of the ‘‘actors’’ decomposes narrative time into

the simultaneous presentation of multiple instants, his organization of the ‘‘set’’

asserts coherence and consistency while evoking the orderly narrative sequence

of Classical theater. But there is more to the matter. Counteracting the perspec-

tival recession of the architecture are certain features that tend to flatten the
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composition. Three strong diagonals run from upper right to lower left: the

pointing arm of a Pharisee, the pointing arm of Christ, and the stairway in the

furthest distance. Arrayed in parallel, the three lines suggest a single plane sur-

face and reduce the sense of depth; the line of the stairway, in particular, carries

through into the arms of the two Pharisees behind the adulteress, thereby knit-

ting the foreground into the background (and conversely). Chromatic affinities

complement these lines and further bind together the near and the far: a

Madonna-like woman in the shadows and Christ out front wear matching blue

and red combinations.63 Tethering the two is the only pavement line to run all

the way from foreground to background; Christ and the Marian woman toe the

same line, walk the same tightrope. This line establishes spatial relations on the

ground, but it also lies perpendicular both to the pointing arms in the fore-

ground and to the stairway in the distance. Depth, consequently, is always in

danger of collapsing into pattern work. To see the arms, stairway, and pavement

as a series of right angles on the plane surface of the canvas is to bracket the

very spatial relations that it is the job of the pavement line to establish.

In short, just as the painting both asserts and negates distinctions of narra-

tive time, so it asserts and negates relations of foreground and background.

There is an established sequence of events, but they are presented in and

through simultaneity; there are determinate relations of foreground and back-

ground, but they are presented in and through planarity. The picture reads both

as perfectly ordinary history painting and as a sort of diagram or a page of

text.64 As if to signal the importance of such organizing structures, one wall of

the Temple is still under construction, exposing its very armature to view.

It is by means of this oddly duplex system that Poussin revisits Penance. The

Pharisees do not wear phylacteries, nor even ‘‘correct’’ attire; they resemble in

this regard their counterparts in the picture for dal Pozzo. But they remain

addicts of the letter, for the group at right is puzzling over the odd Hebrew

inscription that Christ has written in the dust (Figure 11.7). The Gospel does

not say what these words were. According to Church tradition, primo scripsit,

postea protulit, ‘‘First he wrote, then he attested.’’65 On this view, the words

spelled out the dictum, ‘‘He that is without sin among you, let him first cast a

stone at her.’’ Quite a few early modern artists included the Latin version of

Christ’s dictum in their renderings of this scene; others employed mere

scratches, or omitted the writing entirely.66 In Poussin’s case, it is often assumed

that the words in the sand follow precedent in spelling out the words of Christ.67

Yet the idea is implausible (would Poussin have gone to the trouble to obtain a

Hebrew translation of the Greek or Latin New Testament?) and, indeed, unten-

able. The inscription is almost, but not quite, illegible, yet it is possible to spell

out the first word. It is ykga, ‘‘I am,’’ as in, ‘‘I am the LORD thy God, which
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11.7. Detail of Nicolas Poussin, Christ and the Woman Taken in Adultery: the writing

in the dust. Photo: Richard Neer.

brought thee out of the land of Egypt . . .’’ (Ex. 20: 2). This word is the very one

conspicuous in its absence from Philippe de Champaigne’s picture for Val-de-

Grâce. In Poussin’s case, however, the text quickly peters out into barely legible

characters: not quite Hebrew, but a sort of hébraı̈sant scrawl.

It is possible to spend a long time looking at this inscription. An informal

survey of scholars at the University of Chicago, all versed in Hebrew, suggests

that the inscription is at once enticing and frustrating, not quite nonsensical

enough for immediate dismissal, nor sufficiently cogent actually to yield a read-

ing. Instead, ‘‘mystère admirable,’’ it invites hours of fruitless headscratching.

The beholder, in this situation, winds up in much the same situation as the

Pharisees in the picture: pointing, puzzling, and conversing. Which is surely to

the point: as in the 1647 Penance, the Pharisaic dilemma becomes the beholder’s

own.68 It is as though Poussin had combined that painting with The Arcadian

Shepherds to produce a narrative of reading in a Christian, as opposed to a

pagan, context. In this case, however, although the text states the existence of

God, it remains otherwise a cipher. A literate informant will not help.69

Once again, the distinction of word and image is at stake. For just as the

Pharisees point at the ambiguous text, so Christ points to the adulteress. The

symmetrical gestures suggest comparability, even root affinity, between the two:

the adulteress is, in some way, like the Hebrew lines. Indeed, the pointing hands

and rigid arms suggest nothing so much as yadayim, ‘‘hands,’’ the hand-shaped
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pointers used for reading the Torah (Figure 11.8).70 But if the woman is a text of

sorts, still she has a figural meaning that painting is uniquely positioned to

show. Even as Christ points to her, there intervenes between them the distant

woman holding an infant. The position of her arms mimics, in reverse, that of

the adulteress; where the one holds a child, the other hugs herself in sorrow.

The red and blue costume assimilates her to Christ, but also to any number of

High Renaissance Madonnas (Raphael’s Sistine or Small Cowper Madonnas, for

instance). Exceeding the letter of the Gospel text, this Marian image is not

really part of the narrative; the Virgin appears, literally, from amid the shadows

(umbrae) of the Temple.71 Christ points to her figure even as he points to the

adulteress—points, that is, to two things simultaneously. Poussin had used this

device elsewhere, notably in the closely related Death of Sapphira: Peter strikes

Sapphira dead with a gesture for failing to tithe, and as he does so he points

simultaneously to a tiny figure in the background who gives alms to a beggar

(Figure 11.9).

In Christ and the Woman Taken in Adultery, this making visible of a double

ostentation is a pictorial equivalent to figuralism. In pointing to the adulteress

in forgiveness, Christ points to the Virgin, hence to the age of grace and charity

that she brought forth. As the Glossa Ordinaria put it, ‘‘The woman taken in

adultery signifies the Synagogue, which according to the tradition of the Fathers

adulterated the law of Moses.’’72 So she does here, in her affinity with the

Hebrew line that so exercises the Pharisees. Yet Poussin reveals the mystic or

figural meaning of this ‘‘text,’’ its redemption in Christ’s forgiveness.

Crucially, however, this simultaneity is visible only in and through a suspen-

sion of the picture’s spatial organization. As we have seen, the composition

combines two spatial logics. In the theatrical or scenographic mode of the stage-

set, the Marian figure is in the distance, far behind Christ and the adulteress; he

does not point at her but before her. Yet the mode of the pensée and the péripétie,

the perpendicular and the plane, tells a different story. Here the canvas becomes

an array of episodes in juxtaposition; seen in this manner—seen ‘‘flat’’—Christ

does point to the Madonna (or, more specifically, the hem of her garment). It

is exactly when the canvas is seen like a page of text, as a plane surface and not

an open window, that the figural meaning becomes apparent.

Where the 1647 Penance had contrasted depth of field on the right with

flatness on the left, here the entire picture is at once recessive and planar. This

disjunction is that between a literal reading and a figural one, between seeing

Christ as pointing at an adulterous woman and seeing him as pointing at a

figure of grace and charity. ‘‘Read the story and the picture,’’ said Poussin to

Chantelou of The Israelites Receiving Manna.73 The advice holds good in this
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11.9. Nicolas Poussin, The Death of Saphira, c. 1652 (detail). Paris, Louvre inv. 7286.

Photo: Richard Neer.

case; story (the space of diegesis) and picture (the space of péripétie and pensée)

both claim attention.

The Hebrew text in the dust, meanwhile, is illegible due in part to its integra-

tion into the space of the narrative. It is subordinate to the spatial and discursive

regime of scenographia. Relative to the beholder, it is upside-down; placement

on the receding pavement distorts it further. Even if the words made sense

(which they do not), they would be hard to read; one must lean forward and

peer at the vertical canvas just as the Pharisees stoop and peer at the horizontal

ground. Neither point of view yields a cogent meaning; the text remains one of

Poussin’s ‘‘Enigmatic Things,’’ Choses Énigmatiques. The upshot, however, is

that the Hebrew lines are flat within the scenographic or narrative space—flat

for the Pharisees—but distorted and strongly recessive for the picture’s

beholder, that is, for us. They are thus antithetical to the Madonna figure, who

establishes the middle distance within the scenographia, yet is nonetheless an

object of Christ’s gesture for a beholder with eyes to see. The lines exist only

within the space of the narrative, while the pair of the adulteress and the

Madonna work simultaneously in flatness and in depth. The Hebrew, that is,

exists only in a carnal, literalist mode that sees the narrative but not its deeper

significance. As in Penance, the Pharisees keep their eyes turned toward the
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letter; but in this case, the letter is all but void of meaning, stating the Lord’s ‘‘I

am’’ but little more.

With this picture, Poussin decomposes the spatial and temporal regimes of

classical painting: narrative sequence becomes the simultaneous presentation of

péripéties, scenographia becomes the flatness of a page. Yet the result of these

internal disjunctions is anything but subversive or paradoxical. Academic cavils

notwithstanding, the picture has always been perfectly comprehensible. Even

the text is not ‘‘austerely’’ nonsensical, to use the terms of contemporary Ameri-

can philosophy; it is not patent gibberish, but composed of meaningful charac-

ters that occasionally cohere into words and even statements (‘‘I am’’).74 So far

from undoing the protocols of classical history painting (God forbid!), the pic-

ture takes them as its very ground (‘‘yea, we establish the Law’’). Poussin estab-

lishes precise conditions of intelligibility. It is necessary, first, to ‘‘read the

Evangelist,’’ for without background familiarity with the Gospel story his picto-

rial discourse will not be comprehensible; will not, in fact, be recognizable as a

temporal decomposition at all. Just so, it is necessary to accept the conventions

of perspectival recession in order to recognize the background Madonna as a

figural counterpart to the adulteress. Seeing the collapse into flatness as, pre-

cisely, a collapse, as a pictorial figura, presupposes the normative value of picto-

rial depth. Beholders can and do establish logical relations, as Le Brun would

have insisted. They establish them on the negative, as those rules, that Law,

which Poussin has contravened—hence, by the logic of this picture, redeemed.

As Christ redeemed the adulteress, that is, the Synagogue.

Poussin, in short, is trafficking in the ineffable. He establishes a transcendent

perspective from which sense and nonsense are clearly distinct. For one sort of

viewer—someone like Simon in Penance, or Philippe de Champaigne when

he complained about The Israelites Receiving Manna—the picture is a kind of

nonsense, a contravention of Scripture and of the rules of history painting. For

another, however, it is exactly the violation of those rules that reveals the ineffa-

ble conditions of sense under the New Covenant. For present purposes, the

crucial point is that the paradigm for this act of discrimination is the recogni-

tion of a Hebrew text as what might nowadays be called ‘‘substantial nonsense’’

relative to the Christian, iconic péripétie. The Hebrew lines literally ground the

picture. They instantiate the standing conventions of intelligibility in history

painting: ordered, sequential progression (one letter after another, follow them

with a finger or a yad) and perspectival recession (marking out the pavement).

But their significance only becomes visible in the recognition that their true

meaning lies in Christ’s gesture, in attending to Christ’s gesture at the expense

of the words on the ground.
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In this way, Hebrew becomes a way to think history painting’s grounding

laws of space, time, and legibility, laws that Poussin states precisely in order to

transcend them in his figural juxtapositions. The picture is not gibberish to just

the extent, in just the same way, that the Hebrew text is not: its substance

becomes visible within a matrix of figuralism. It is, of course, absolutely neces-

sary that the words be in Hebrew if they are to fit into the narrative of charity

and redemption on offer. That, indeed, is the special usefulness of Hebrew to

this picture: as the figure of a set of rules, a law, a covenant, which is essential

and yet transcended; which is revealed as essential in the moment of its tran-

scendence in Christ. What might look like incoherence or paradox turns out to

be redemption. An uncharitable viewer might call it mauvaise foi.
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